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                          Be There or Be  

 Have you signed up for the mandatory Annual Reporting Webinar?  Due 

to new ANCC reporting requirements and the launch of NARS (Nursing 

Activity Reporting System), the Midwest MSD has scheduled a webinar to 

review the changes occurring, provide recommendations for 

operationalizing the new tracking elements within your Unit, and address 

any questions you may have about the new requirements. This webinar 

will be offered twice – on May 8th from 1-2:00 p.m. and May 10th from 10-

11:00 a.m.  

At least one member of your Approved Provider Unit staff must attend 

the webinar and be prepared to share the information presented to the 

rest of the Approved Provider Unit. 

Sara sent out an email on March 31 with links to register for the webinar 

that best fits your schedule. 

If you are unable to participate in one of the date/time options, please 

email the Midwest MSD office. 

 

Sara’s Slant 

Happy Spring everyone!  

First, I wanted to let everyone know that the Midwest Multistate Division office moved on March 31st. Anyone 

want to help me unpack??  just kidding! ☺   Our new address is 3340 American Avenue, Suite F, Jefferson City, MO 

65109. This will be our only address from this point forward as we have also cancelled our   

PO Box address – we are going with just a physical address at this time.  Our phone, fax and   

web address has not changed.   Please know, our move may impact my response time to 

questions, emails, phone calls, etc.  Please be patient with me as I try to dig out of the 

sea of boxes in my office.  If you need a new W-9 that reflects our new address to 

update vendor records for the Midwest MSD, please email me and I will send you a 

copy.   

On a related note, we will be having a Liquidation Sale to get rid of MONA 

merchandise from the past 100 years that was evidently being stored in our office 

since the Woodrow Wilson administration.  If you need a coffee mug, a fanny pack, or 

a PAC button – I’m your gal☺.  

Second, I am happy to report that the Midwest Multistate Division recently received accreditation as an Approver 

and Provider through the American Nurses Credentialing Center for another four-year period.  YAY!  The Midwest 

MSD Team has worked on the re-accreditation process for over a year and it was a tremendous relief to learn that 



we achieved accreditation again. We definitely understand what each of our Approved Providers go through with 

the re-application process. And boy now I know how you guys feel when you receive that final decision email – 

woo hoo! Celebration time!  

It has been a very busy spring so far, but all good things. We are currently working with our February Approved 

Provider applicants on the renewal process, working through the changes with the annual reporting requirements 

and preparing for the upcoming webinars as well as finalizing reviews of the Annual Reports submitted earlier this 

year. We hope to have feedback regarding Annual Reports emailed out and an update on the Approved Provider 

Training in August to share with everyone very soon. Please remember to register for the Annual Reporting 

Webinars on May 8th and 10th if you haven’t done so already! 

Thank you for being a part of our Midwest MSD family! 

 

Quality Quotes 
    
 

 WELL DONE is better than  
     WELL SAID 
                                 - Benjamin Franklin 

 The greatest danger for most of us is 
 not that our aim is too high and we 
 miss it – but that it is too low and we  
 reach it.  
                                 - Michelangelo 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The Educational Planning Form is one of the most useful tools for Nurse Planners to utilize with their planning 
committee and the presenters/faculty to ensure that an educational activity is designed to move forward in closing 
the gap identified. Remember - it is rare that one educational activity will close a gap, especially a skill or practice 
gap, but small increments do make a difference! 
Some thoughts regarding how best to use the Educational Planning Form: 

• Who is filling it out? Many Approved Provider Units provide the EPF to the presenters/faculty once the 

learning outcomes have been identified and filled in, and ask them to complete the rest. It is the NP 

and/or planning committee members’ responsibility to finalize the document. Has the presenter separated 

time frames into content sections?  Has he/she identified appropriate learner engagement strategies? Has 

time been allocated for them?  

• Make sure that the content is clear, definitive and not generalized.  An outline is best. 

• Under “Time Frame” it is asked to “List the number of minutes for each topic/content area” not the 

allotted time for that speaker. A missing piece can be when a speaker indicates they are going to review 

case studies or facilitate a role play exercise and there is no time identified for such a strategy.  

• If an active learner engagement strategy such as return skill demonstration, small group discussion or 

return skill demonstration is checked, the appropriate time frame should be identified in the “Time Frame” 

column. How else would the presenter/faculty know how much time they have to engage the learners?  

• Best practices are that if audience response systems, polling, evaluation show of hands, etc. are used they 
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too are inserted into the content and time frame columns.  Where do they fit and how much time have 

you allotted to them? 

• The Educational Planning form is meant to be a working document – add rows as needed. Some Approved 

Provider Units assign one EPF to each presentation, some to the entire educational event. Just be sure that 

the planning committee has laid out exactly what they feel is needed to cover all important aspects of the 

educational event to address the gap they identified.  

• The reference/resource section is an important part of the planning process. We are required to ensure 

that relevant, recent evidenced based practice substantiates the education we are providing. Five years or 

less is considered recent (sorry, that means that the IOM report from 2010 is now considered old!). If 

seminal/historical evidence is used it should be explained as to why it is historically relevant. Vague 

websites such as www.cdc.gov are not acceptable; exact webpages of the guideline or regulation are 

needed. You cannot refer to “see the presentation slides” – slides and/or handouts are not required to be 

a part of the educational planning file. The EPF(s) must encompass all relevant information for the 

educational event.  

• If a presenter hasn’t provided your committee with the correct or complete information, it is the 

responsibility of the NP to contact the presenter and clarify/request additional info.   

A concise, comprehensive Educational Planning Form provides not only a framework for each portion of the 

educational event, but a blueprint to follow moving toward fulfillment of the learning outcome and closing the 

identified gap.  

NARS – Reporting Nursing CNE 
 
 

The ANCC, in conjunction with ACME (medical) and ACPE (pharmacy) are needing to more accurately reflect the 

depth and scope of the continuing education being provided.  All aspects of health care are being asked to 

substantiate the value and benefit to patients of the work they do.  

In 2017 ANCC launched NARS – the Nursing Activity Reporting System, a web-based system designed to streamline 

and support the collection of program and activity data from all units reporting to ANCC.  The ANCC uses the 

information in NARS to evaluate/support provider accreditation criterion which is a part of the educational design 

process.  In addition, the ANCC will use data from NARS to produce annual reports as a service to ANCC Accredited 

Organizations, and other stakeholders.  This system will replace the current format of the Annual Reporting Form. 

All MW MSD Approved Provider Units are required to utilize the new reporting system.    

What does that mean for Approved Provider Units?  Most of the data being requested is already being collected. 

There are additional course types, and a few pieces of data that some APUs may not be utilizing or tracking.  Data 

will be collected in an Excel spreadsheet with specific fields for completion.  

The Approved Provider Unit has the ability to determine how best to operationalize this data collection within 

their unit.  Some may choose to enter data as the educational events are completed, some quarterly, or some at 

year end.  Data is based on a calendar year, and the current reporting year of 2017 includes all activity data from 

January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017.  All data must be compiled and submitted to the MW MSD by 

January 31, 2018.  

The MW MSD CNE Team will be providing supporting documents and upcoming webinars to help all Approved 

Provider Units transition to the new NARS system.  If your Unit’s process is to complete the old CNE Activity 

Summary Form as activities are completed, please discontinue.  You will have the opportunity to utilize the NARS 

format soon! 

http://www.cdc.gov/


ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

We say it all the time: “Send us your questions!  We love questions!”.  Many of our APUs do take advantage of this 

opportunity and use the Team members to clarify, inform and suggest best practices for Unit processes and the 

nuts and bolts of activity planning.   

Here’s the process – email your question(s) to any team member email address (listed at the end of this 

newsletter).  Include any forms or attachments that can help us give you effective feedback.  For learning outcome 

questions, it’s very helpful to see your gap analysis sheet in addition to your proposed learning outcomes.  You can 

email anyone on the list; if that person feels another team member can better answer the topic, your email will be 

forwarded to her.   We try to respond within 24 hours and often can get you an answer even faster. 

This month, we want to feature some of the questions received in the last months, in the hope that you and your 

Unit staff will find the answers helpful as well.  They may even spark some questions of your own – and now you 

know how to get them answered! 

Question:  I have some questions concerning one of our activities in regards to how to structure it.  It covers 4 
separate units in 2 days.  We have not had any instances that I can think of where people have only come to half a 
day.  Usually they come to the day one material that covers Unit 1 & 2, and then either the next day or the next 
time we offer they come to the Day 2 Material Units 3 & 4.  We give separate certificates on Day 1 and Day 2. 

Right now, it is all structured on one CNE activity planning guide/educational planning form, etc.  However, I was 
wondering if it is better to have them separated into 2 different activities.   

Answer:  Aren't these multiple day activities fun to figure out?  

How an educational event is structured depends on what the learning outcome(s) are, what is being 
measured and what the planning committee sets up as requirements for successful completion.   

A few things for the Planning Committee to think about:  

   1) does everyone have to complete units 1, 2, 3, 4 in that order?  

   2) does everyone have to complete all 4 units to measure what the learning outcome(s) are measuring (in 
       an attempt to close the identified gap)? 

   3) or are they stand alone units each with a separate learning outcome?  

   4) is your APU adequately able to keep track of who attended which session?  

What needs to be determined is what structure will best improve the outcomes being measured – if all 4 
units must be completed to close the gap (no matter what date or time) then it should be structured as 
one educational event, with one certificate once all requirements of successful completion are met. But if 
completing Units 1 and 2 chips away at the gap – then it is fine to structure that as one educational event. 
Units 3 and 4 could then be a separate event with a requirement for successful completion for Units 3 and 
4 that Units 1 and 2 have been completed.   

Question:  In reviewing the Midwest MSD Designing Educational Activities V6.2016 resource, the word 

“transferable” is no longer being used that I could see.   It outlines nicely what qualifies for CNE but does not 



provide concrete examples of what is not eligible – like documentation, specific organizational policies/ 

procedures/equipment.   Is that intentional?    

Answer:  Long-time Primary Nurse Planners are the ones most likely to notice this!  The ANCC has diluted 

their stance on this somewhat and so the language of our document was also changed.  The only remaining 

sentence that really captures what you are asking about is in the third paragraph of the document: 

The knowledge, skills, or attitudes gained from CNE activities can be applied regardless of the activity 

participant’s employer. 

Education on documentation is no longer considered a “don’t” since the ANCC feels that any 

documentation method now may be utilized by other facilities (no EMR programs are used by only one 

employer).  Same with equipment education, which can also fall into a skills gap for your target audience 

nurses.  As long as a commercial interest organization (the company who makes the piece of equipment) 

has not written the content or provided the presenter, it is permitted.  Facility-specific policies and 

procedures is still off-limits, but ANCC no longer provides a specific list of what is NOT CNE-eligible.   

If you stick with policy/procedures as the only ‘no-no’, you’d be compliant.  But of course, you are free to 

set more stringent guidelines within your APU if you think that is appropriate.  Note the requirement for 

“knowledge or skills beyond basic knowledge” has not changed. 

Question:  We have a preceptor development training that we do every year, throughout the year.  Does that need 

to have a review date on it?  Right now, we are making some changes to it because of feedback from surveys and 

designing a “refresher” to go into more depth in some areas that we have received feedback. 

On the CNE activity planning guide, does that need to have a review date as it is a training we offer every year, 

multiple times in the year? 

Answer:  The ANCC says “the provider is expected to evaluate repeated activities as needed to determine 

that the practice gap still exists, that the underlying educational needs are still relevant for the target 

audience, and that content is still based on current evidence”.   

We advise, and best practice indicates, that repeated activities should be reviewed no later than every 

three years for current content and evidence-based references.  More often (such as annually or every two 

years) would be even better, especially for clinical content that can change so rapidly, or for things so 

feedback-dependent as preceptor classes tend to be, but that may not always be feasible for your Unit. 

Whatever you decide, that’s the date you’ll put on the CNE Activity Planning Guide as a review date. 

Regardless of your review cycle, if the original presenter is no longer doing it and is being replaced, or if the 

length or format change due to feedback via evaluations, that should trigger you to create a new activity 

file with a new activity number if you use them (due to the need for a new COI form, changes to 

documentation in the CNE Activity Planning Guide, etc.).   

If content changes (deleted, altered, added to), again, a new activity file should be generated with a new 

activity number.  The original CNE Activity Planning Guide can be copied, just changing the dates and 

activity number on the first page, and making any other changes needed (new presenter, original 

committee member no longer with the facility, new gap analysis data, etc.).  Your associated documents 

(Educational Planning Form, eval template, certificate template, etc.) can also be copied to the new activity 

file, with appropriate changes made (like newer references on the EPF).  Note that the evaluation 

summaries from the previous activities should remain in the original activity file with the original 

documentation.  

If your review doesn’t show that any changes need to be made to the content, and the same presenter is 

still presenting the material, then you do not have to do anything except note that the review was done in 



a notation or cover letter in the activity file.  You can choose to start a new file with a new activity number 

at that time to help keep the file a manageable size, but it is up to you whether to do that or not. 

It sounds as though you will have two course files, one for the main preceptor class and one for the 

refresher course when that is ready.  Given the nature of the courses and how often preceptor info 

changes and morphs depending on audiences, I’d recommend annual reviews documented in the files. 

Question:  I’m working on our Oncology conference brochure which we do jointly sponsored with XYZ Hospital.  We 

have a joint provider agreement, but, here’s what I’m wondering -  their DON gives a welcome at the beginning of 

the conference – maybe 5 minutes.  Do I need to have a conflict of interest from her for this? 

Answer:  Since time used for housekeeping, welcomes and introductions cannot be included in contact 

hour award time, no, you don’t need a COI form from their DON. 

Question:  What should we do if the Nurse Planner of the activity also speaks or is the content expert? Can the NP 

just complete the NP COI form, or do they need to complete both the NP COI and the COI form for 

presenter/faculty/content expert? 

Answer:  As a rule, there will never be a time when a Nurse Planner needs to complete two COI 

forms.   Since the Nurse Planner COI form asks about the role(s) for the person completing the form, that 

will cover all of the possible options: 

                                       Individual’s role(s) in this Educational Activity: (Check all that apply) 

☒ Nurse Planner ☐ Presenter/Author ☐ Content Expert 

They just need to check the appropriate boxes. 

Question:  I got the message below from our media/marketing folks about the draft of a poster they are formatting 

for an upcoming activity. What are your thoughts on her question and suggestion? 

Attached is the first draft of the Symposium poster. My manager is questioning why we have to have the CME/CNE 

info [approval statements] on the poster since they have to go to the Symposium website to register and it’s 

included there. It really makes this poster NOT work. Please let me know if we can just have a statement something 

like,” For CME and CNE information, please visit the website.” 

Answer:  “really makes the poster NOT work”…you’ve just gotta love marketing staff.  😊 

Yes, they can use a statement such as the one proposed on the flyer instead of the full statements, as long 

as that Symposium website is the only way that attendees can register for the activity.  Just ensure that the 

CNE/CME approval statements on the registration page are PROMINENT and visible to everyone registering 

– in other words, they shouldn’t be buried on a supplemental page or at the bottom of a long registration 

form, etc.  You’ll need a screen shot of the page for the activity file, too, to show how the disclosure was 

accomplished. 

Question:  Can you please elaborate on the references/resources section of the Educational Planning Form – 

specifically this one: “Expert resource: (individual, organization, or educational institution -  book, article, website)”.  Some 

clarification would be great…when to use that, when not to…I’m sure it should be obvious, but would like your 

thoughts. 

Answer:  The entire references/resources section on the EDF is divided into these loose categories with 

some prompts in each.  The prompts are kind of guideposts or hints as to what you could cite.  There is a 

certain amount of overlap – some items could go into multiple sections.  For the Expert Resource section, 

we see that used mostly when the presenter is considered a top expert in their field (not just experienced, 

but with a reputation for excellence) and their subject matter doesn’t lend itself well to the usual type of 

website citations, journal articles, books, etc.  These are usually the non-clinical areas.  Like someone who 



has developed a cool communication tool to use for talking to docs and will be presenting on it.  He’s the 

only resource because it is his tool.  Another way that section is commonly used is to cite facilities.  These 

are the activities that are looking at how a particular hospital or clinic experienced a change, big project, 

shift in focus or adoption of new technology like an EMR.  They are sharing that journey and presenting 

lessons learned or other helpful info for others going through the same journey, and so they are their own 

expert resources.  In that case, the name of the facility and sometimes the expert within the facility is cited. 

The one use for that section that we don’t want to see?  Putting the speaker’s name there only because 

they didn’t give you any other references or resources used when developing their content.   

Question:  We need a clarification on the ANCC Content Integrity Standards for Industry Support.  Each year our 

Unit provides a tote bag that includes product samples for our meeting attendees.  The tote bag is available to the 

attendees separate from the educational activity and product donors have no influence over educational 

content.  It is really provided as a convenience to our exhibitors so they don’t need to manage boxes of product at 

their small tabletop booth and for us it keeps our exhibit hall clean (less trash/boxes) and more appealing for the 

attendees.  

We have a company who would like to purchase advertising on the outside of the tote bag.  I want to be sure this 

does not violate any policy.  Additionally, if we have them sign an advertising agreement is that sufficient or do you 

require a Letter of Agreement or Commercial Support agreement? 

Answer:   Placing an advertisement from a commercial interest organization is allowed, as long as certain 

precautions are observed: 

• The product bags cannot be handed out from the same table or area as that used by participants to 
register or check in to the activity – sounds like you have this covered already. 

• No educational materials (agenda, handouts, evaluation, etc.) can be placed in the bags prior to being 
distributed.  Learners can of course use them for that purpose if they chose, but the event planners 
cannot do so for them.  Placing product samples in the bags as you have done is acceptable. 

• No mention of the bags or reminders of their availability can be announced in the room(s) of the 
educational activity, even prior to or after the session. 
  

An advertising agreement is sufficient to document the monies received for adding the organization’s 

advertising to the bags.  The agreement should be specific, and include a section on barring the organization 

from participating in content development or presenter selection processes.  If the agreement does not 

already have this language, you can ask to have it added, or move to a Commercial Support Agreement such as 

the template available on the Midwest MSD website. 

Question:  One of our activities was developed and presented per criteria (I was in Washington DC and not at the 
event).  The educator who helped me did not hand out the evaluations.  So, I have no evaluations and the attendees 
did not receive their certificates (she forgot them).  Can I send out the evaluations post program, as well the 
certificates?   

Answer:  Those kinds of things happen – it did for me, for an event that was broadcast to other locations, 
and one of the locations forgot to hand out evals and certificates.  

It is not a problem to send evaluations out after the fact - just be sure they are sent only to those who 
signed in, and if return of the evaluation was a requirement for successful completion, do not send the 
certificate out until you have received the evaluation back. This might get sticky if someone wants their 
evaluation to be completely anonymous, but usually getting the certificate is more important than tying 
their name to the evaluation.  

These are the important pieces of information to record in your planning file and/or add as narrative to the 



CNE Planning Guide. This might also be a great example that sparks a quality outcome for your unit - 
maybe there needs to be a "day of" checklist for whomever is coordinating the actual day of the event. Just 
a thought.  

Question:  The OR manager in our facility has invited a chiropractor to give a presentation on how to reduce stress 

in the workplace - their needs assessment is sound as is the gap analysis we performed. 

Is it a problem to have a chiropractor present on how to reduce stress to the OR staff when he owns his own 

practice?  Is that a COI? 

We’ve reviewed his slides/notes and he is not including any promotions. 

Answer:  A chiropractor, regardless of his type of practice, isn't considered a commercial interest since he 

provides direct patient care.  It sounds like you have done all of the work to make sure there would be no 

bias. So your activity should be fine!   

Question:  I have a quick question for you.  I have a speaker who is interested in being on my symposium planning 

committee.  Would that be a conflict of interest? 

Answer:  It is perfectly acceptable for speakers to also be planning committee members – they offer 

unique viewpoints and can often serve as the required Content Expert.  The only caveat is that they may 

not be employees of commercial entities as defined by the ANCC – generally pharmaceutical or medical 

supply companies.   And of course, they must complete the COI form as does every other committee 

member; in their case, they would mark both ‘planning committee member’ and ‘presenter’ as their roles. 

 

Midwest Multistate Division 
3340 American Avenue, Suite F  

Jefferson City, MO  65109 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

 Have questions?  Email: 
 Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
 Carol Walker  NP@midwestnurses.org 
 Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
 Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 


